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This invention relates to improvements in diverging lines to form two lower bearing sur
suspension bridges, and more particularly to im faces sloped at about thirty degrees to the hori
provements in parallel-wire main cables of such zontal and the faces of the blocks 3 are vertical,
bridges, in methods of constructing cables of such with
result that the bearing surfaces as a
type, and in supporting saddles for such cables. wholethe
approximate in cross section to four sides
The invention as applied to a cable, hexagonal of a hexagon two of whose sides are vertical. As
before compacting, consists in the arrangement shown,
the lower bearing surfaces formed by
Of parallel strands so that the cable before com the grooves 2 are sloped at somewhat less than
pacting has straight vertical sides instead of the

30. degrees to the horizontal to accommodate a .
usual straight horizontal sides, and in saddles of cable slumped slightly from hexagonal form, and
special form adapted especially for the support the gri)Oves are not perfectly alined because they O
of Such a cable and in certain methods, features are intended to accommodate a cable having
of construction and combinations, all as fully Strands of different sizes.
described and particularly claimed herein. In
It will be observed that the improved saddle
its broader aspect the invention may be employed of the invention furnishes definite side support 5
with cables having various forms before com to a cable placed in it and consequently is well
pacting, the characteristic relation between the adapted to sustaining wind load and may be
Strands of the uncompacted cable being retained. used without side supporting lugs to support the
In the drawings:
upper faces of the cable.
Figure 1 is a schematic side elevation of a sad
In constructing the improved cable B of the 20
dle
and
portion
of
an
uncompacted
main
cable
invention,
parallel strands 9, 91 and 92 are placed
resting in it;
Ovel Saddles A, each Strand being anchored at
Figure 2 is a schematic composite cross sec its ends and forming end spans between anchor
tion, the left half being taken on the line 2-2 ages and saddles and center spans between sad
of Figure 1 and the right half being taken on dles. Each strand is composed of a great number
the line 2'-2' of Figure 1, only half sections be of parallel wires bound together by removable
ing shown because the saddle, uncompacted and Or breakable Seizings in the usual way, and is
compacted cable are symmetric about a longi indicated only in Outline because it does not dif
tudinal vertical central plane; and
in construction from strands heretofore em
Figure 3 is a section of an uncompacted cable fer
ployed. Fillers O, preferably of zinc, are in 30
in which the number and sizes of Strands have Serted in the interstices between strands and
been changed so that the cable no longer presents
and between portions of strands which
a hexagonal appearance, a half Section Only be saddles
lie in a saddle, the function of these fillers fo
ing shown because the cable is symmetrical in being to maintain strands in desired position and
the same way as that of Figures 1 and 2.
to minimize slumping of the strands from circu
The improved saddle A of the invention is lar to oval form, a condition which results from
shown in Figure 1 and the left half of Figure 2, the tension on strands and weight of superin
and includes the saddle body with side walls cumbent strands. As weights, tensions and pro
and base and having cable-bearing grooves 2, portions
are different in different cables, each
cable-bearing side blocks 3, and steps 4 which particular cable must be analyzed to determine 40
support the blocks 3. The grooves 2, blocks 3, Where fillers should be inserted.
and steps 4 are curved longitudinally of the sad
The position of strands in the uncompacted
dile to conform to the cable arc indicated by the

cable is the same in the saddles and outside the

dotted lines 5 of Figure 1. The saddle A also in Saddles, sections on the lines 2-2 and 2'-2'
cludes bolt holes 6 and retaining bolts encased
in sheaths 8. The Saddle may be mounted upon

a supporting tower of a suspension bridge in the
usual Way.

The novelty of the Saddle of the invention re
sides in the transverse arrangement of its cable

being substantially the same and typical of the 45
whole uncompacted cable except where the
Strands diverge near an anchorage assembly.
The Strands of the uncompacted cable are ar

ranged in vertical rows of adjacent strands,

strands of adjacent rows being staggered, and

bearing surfaces, grooves 2 and inner surfaces form a cable of roughly hexagonal croSS Section,
of blocks 3, which include vertical lateral bear two opposite sides and a major diameter of which
ing surfaces and sloped lower bearing surfaces. are vertical, and a minor diameter of which is
As is apparent from the drawings, the grooves horizontal. By major diameter is meant a diam
2 are approximately alined along two upwardly eter passing through two opposite vertices and
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derstood as it involves merely the arrangement pacted portion of substantially circular cross sec
of the majority of strands, and in particular the tion, whose vertical diameter is substantially the
interior strands, in vertical rows of adjacent same as that of said uncompacted portion.
4. In a suspension bridge, a parallel-strand
strands, with strands of adjacent rows staggered
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so that internal groups of strands are arranged in
Small hexagons. The alterations in size and shape

of the strands depend upon calculation of voids
and excess material along various horizontal lines

through the cable according to well understood

Y O. methods and such calculation does not differ in

cable formed of parallel-wire strands having an
uncompacted multiple-Strand portion of roughly
polygonal cross section, the strands of which are
alined in rows of adjacent strands at approxi
mately thirty, thirty, and ninety degrees to the
0.

horizontal.

5. In a suspension bridge, a parallel-strand
principle from the similar calculations employed
cable formed of parallel-wire strands and having
with hexagonal cables.
A saddle A" of a generally similar design to that an uncompacted multiple-strand portion of rough
of Figures 1 and 2 may be employed, the number ly polygonal cross section, with a major diameter
and shape of the grooves 2 being altered to con and two faces vertical, and a compacted portion of 5
form to the cable and similar side blocks 3 being Substantially circular croSS Section.
6. In a suspension bridge, a parallel-strand
employed. Side supporting lugs of the type
hitherto employed with fiat bottom hexagonal cable formed of parallel-wire strands having an
cables of the prior art may be used if the tensions uncompacted multiple-strand portion of roughly 20
hexagonal cross section, two of whose faces are
on the outer strands, in view of their relation to vertical,
and a compacted portion of Substantially
one another, are such as to require such support
for the upper part of the cable. Fillers 0 may circular CrOSS-Section.
7. In a suspension bridge, a parallel-strand
be required in addition to those shown, the num

ber and location depending upon the factors al cable formed of parallel-wire strands having an
ready discussed with reference to the embodiment uncompacted portion of roughly hexagonal CrOSS
section, with two vertical faces and vertical rows
of Figures 1 and 2.
What is claimed is:
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1. In a suspension bridge, a parallel-strand
cable formed of parallel-wire strands having an
uncompacted multipie-strand portion of roughly
hexagonal cross section, two of whose faces are .
vertical, in combination with a cable-bearing
saddle supporting said portion and having verti
cal lateral bearing surfaces and transversely
sloped lower bearing Surfaces.
2. In a suspension bridge, a parallel-strand

of adjacent strands, and with the strands of adja
cent rows staggered, and a compacted portion of
substantially circular croSS Section.
8. A paralel-strand cable having a Saddle por
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tion formed of wire strands assembled in a hux

agonal group with straight vertical sides, in con
bination with a saddle having bearing Surfaces
for said straight sides of the cable and for the base
sloping sides of the cable, and fillers between the
strands forming said straight sides and their
cable formed of parallel-wire strands having an saddle bearing surfaces and between the strands
uncompacted multiple-strand portion, with a ver of the cable.
9. A paralel-strand cable having a Saddle por
tically alined central row of adjacent strands, and

a compacted portion of substantially circular
cross section whose vertical diameter is substan
tially the same as that of said uncompacted por
tion.
W
3. In a suspension bridge, a parallel-strand
cable formed of parallel-wire strands having an

tion formed of wire strands assembled in a hex

prises vertical rows of adjacent strands with

strands.

agonal group with straight vertical sides Con
prising round strands forming the main body of
the cable, Smaller round strands at the upper
and lower corners of the hexagon, and strands
at the top and bottom corners of the hexagon
uncompacted multiple-strand portion, which com shaped to fill the spaces between the adjacent
strands of adjacent rows staggered, and a con
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